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Abstract

Interference issues in the context of satellite communications can, in principle, be tackled with legal means from a variety of angles, due to the multifaceted character of both interference and satellite communications as a sector. From that perspective, the present contribution addresses the most important regulatory instruments available to address the particular aspects of satellite communications related to their usage of outer space, and represents a first summary effort to evaluate their particular scope, approach, and general effectiveness.

1. Introduction

The 3rd Luxembourg Workshop on Space and Satellite Communications Law, held at the University of Luxembourg on 5 and 6 June 2014, inter alia addressed the issue of harmful interference with telecommunication activities from a practical and operational perspective. In addition, several other speakers addressed specific regimes from this context, notably the ITU regime, EU law, and contract law.

This leaves, at least for satellite communications, the “space side” to harmful interference to be discussed, which is what the present contribution will address. In doing so, it will focus on three main legal instruments: the Outer Space Treaty, the Liability Convention,
and national space law as a body of law inter alia implementing and elaborating some provisions of those two international treaties while allowing access to existing well-weathered national court systems for the purposes of solving disputes concerning harmful interference with satellite communication activities and the follow-on issue of compensation for the actual harm resulting from such interference.

From the same perspective, it has to be noted that “(harmful) interference” may in principle take three forms: (1) electronic interference, such as most notably by radio waves, the type of interference the ITU regime is most concerned with; (2) kinetic interference, that is basically interference by way of “physical” collisions; and (3) a residual kind of interference broadly speaking with satellite communication activities, for example in political or policy terms, which is however not what the present contribution is primarily concerned with.

2. Outer Space Treaty

The Outer Space Treaty as of 1 January 2014 has 103 parties and 25 signatories. More generally, of course, partly because all major spacefaring nations have ratified the treaty it has been heralded (though somewhat imprecisely so) as the “Magna Carta” for outer space, meaning it is considered to apply in principle to all states and all space activities.

Under its own terms, it applies to all (national) “activities in outer space,” including private activities such as commercial satellite operations, and establishes international responsibility for the state whose “national activities” are at issue to ensure conformity with the provisions of the Treaty itself as well as, by proxy, all of international space law which has developed on its basis.

This clause is further backed up by the reference to general international law including specifically the Charter of the United Nations, which also includes for example the law developed within the ITU framework, and even EU law to the extent that it is to be considered “international law.” In other words, to the extent general international law provides for obligations resting upon states to avoid or address harmful interference with the lawful telecommunication activities of other states, such obligations would also extend to outer space.

A further clause in the Outer Space Treaty of importance here is the one providing for liability for damage caused by space objects, focusing on the second category of interference noted above, but as this clause has been elaborated in considerable detail by the Liability Convention, it will be duly addressed further below.

Finally, the Outer Space Treaty requires space activities to be conducted with due regard for the space activities of other states, and if a potential arises for “harmful interference” with such activities, respective obligations of consultation exist as regards the states involved. The reference to “harmful interference” here should perhaps be read as being broad enough to encompass also the third category noted above, but in practical terms in any event includes the two more narrowly defined categories, inclusive of the electronic interference with which satellite communication operators would currently be most concerned.
Yet, while there is a generic legal interest emanating from the Outer Space Treaty to avoid harmful interference of either category, the Treaty as such remains too unspecific and abstract to serve as a helpful legal instrument to combat harmful interference. The most specific and explicit obligation referencing “harmful interference” merely entails the duty to consult in good faith, as per Article IX—strictly speaking not even encompassing a duty to preclude or suspend an activity harmfully interfering with other states’ (or their private companies’) satellite operations.

When it comes to evaluating such clauses from the perspective of combating harmful interference with satellite communication activities, it should further be noted that the Outer Space Treaty does not provide for any specific dispute settlement procedure either. It would probably be fair to say that the general assumption (alternatively hope) of the drafters of the Treaty had been that such principles as that of the peaceful exploration and use of outer space, international cooperation in space activities and a general abidance by international law would minimize occurrences of harmful interference. In any event, as the Treaty addresses states only, primary recourse in case of disputes would consequently be to diplomatic negotiations.

The only fallback the Treaty offers in case legal disputes nevertheless arise (and cannot be solved by diplomatic means) is found in Article III, where the reference to applicability of general public international law, including the UN Charter, in outer space could also entail access to general international dispute settlement mechanisms, such as the International Court of Justice (ICJ) or the PCA Optional Rules on Arbitration of Disputes Relating to Outer Space Activities.

In the latter case, private satellite communication operators could directly appraise themselves of the dispute settlement mechanism. In the former context it must be borne in mind that states are considered responsible for “national activities in outer space” also of “their” private operators, which means they should mirror-wise also be willing and able to take up their cause in the context of an international legal dispute on harmful interference before the ICJ, as appropriate. It may finally be noted here that in the context of the ICJ the possibility exists of establishing specialized Chambers, which might do (more) justice to the specifics required for handling a satellite communications-related dispute.

3. Liability Convention

The Liability Convention as of 1 January 2014 has 91 states parties, 22 signatories, and 3 intergovernmental organizations having accepted the substantive rights and duties provided for by the Convention. The Convention obviously focuses on damage caused by space objects, which are not really defined by the Convention itself but are usually considered to include anything launched into space and in any event would also include communication satellites.

Compensable damage under the Convention is defined as “loss of life, personal injury or other impairment of health; or loss of or damage to property of States or of persons, natural or juridical, or property of international intergovernmental organisations.”

Generally, this has been taken to mean to refer to material, “physical” damage directly caused by a space object such as a communication satellite through—as far as in-space
damage is concerned—collision with another space object such as a communication satellite (the second category of interference noted above); in other words, excluding both (commercial) loss (of revenue) following any kind of interference as well as any damage caused by electronic interference (the first category noted above). This would, consequently, in the first instance seem to be of little help for the types of disputes and damage satellite operators might be most concerned with.

However, if damage is found to be compensable under the Liability Convention, compensation for such damage at the same time is to be provided “in accordance with international law and the principles of justice and equity, in order to provide such reparation in respect of the damage as will restore the person, natural or juridical, State or intergovernmental organisation(. . .) to the condition which would have existed if the damage had not occurred.” This clause therefore would seem to also include “indirect,” “consecutive” damage—at least if “triggering damage” as per Articles I, II, and III of the Convention would also have arisen, which may under certain circumstances still cause the Convention to be a useful tool in solving even harmful electronic interference disputes and/or disputes on consequential commercial damage resulting therefrom in the satellite communication sector.

Ultimately, however, without either an authoritative interpretation at the international interstate level of what Article XII of the Convention in this context is supposed to precisely mean or the judgment of an appropriate international court or tribunal on the issue, it is too early to determine exactly the extent to which the Liability Convention might present a useful tool for solving legal disputes on electronic interference with communication satellite operations and harm possibly resulting therefrom.

Next, it has to be pointed out that the Liability Convention is still a state-oriented system, which also applies to the dispute settlement system that it provides. Here, the first stage consists of diplomatic negotiations, after which—if no satisfying solution is found within a year—either state may instigate the second stage of establishing a Claims Commission to address the dispute. One further problem, from a dispute settlement perspective, is that the decision of the Claims Commission is nonbinding, unless both parties agree otherwise in advance.

On the other hand, the Liability Convention expressly leaves open the option to pursue other venues for settling relevant disputes, notably through recourse to national dispute settlement systems which—in contrast to the Claims Commission itself—are (also) available for private parties to a dispute. While not mentioned specifically, this raises the issue of whether access to the ICJ (respectively the PCA Optional Rules), as briefly discussed above, would also remain a possibility for claimants and victims of, for example, satellite interference.

4. National space law

The above also brings us to the third element of this contribution, the role national space law might play in the context of disputes on harmful interference with satellite communications, noting of course that in various national jurisdictions extended mechanisms are available for the settlement of legal disputes in general. The material provisions of the
Outer Space Treaty and Liability Convention potentially applicable to interference disputes which were discussed above become relevant also on this level to the extent both treaties call for national implementation especially vis-a-vis private operators.

Here, Article VI of the Outer Space Treaty specifically calls for “authorisation and continuing supervision” of “national activities in outer space” carried out by “non-governmental entities.”30 Likewise, Article VII of the Outer Space Treaty and more or less all of the Liability Convention effectively urge relevant “launching State[s]” to exercise jurisdiction vis-a-vis relevant categories of private operators in outer space, since the former would be held liable for any damage caused by space objects even if operated by the latter.31

This, therefore, raises the question of how national space laws apply, implement and/or interpret the relevant clauses, and may possibly shed light on how such international clauses might be applied, implemented, and/or interpreted in particular in the context of possible disputes on harmful interference brought before the respective national courts. By way of case study the present contribution will focus on the interpretation of the key concept “damage caused by a space object” as fundamentally triggering the application of the Liability Convention, mainly in the context of national licensing of private space operators, and the extent to which both relevant categories of harmful interference would be included.

The 1982 Swedish Act on Space Activities requires reimbursement by a licensee of any claims which the Swedish government would have to compensate “on account of undertakings in international agreements,” for “damage which has come about as a result of space activities.”32 The definition of “damage” thus, in the first instance, seems broader than just kinetic damage (with regard to the second category), although the reference to “undertakings by Sweden in international agreements” seems to refer the ultimate answer to the question of whether electronic interference (the first category) would be included back to the international level.

The 1986 UK Outer Space Act similarly requires indemnification by a licensee of the UK government for any legitimate claims for compensation addressed to the latter for all “damage or loss arising out of activities carried on” by the licensee, such activities encompassing “operating a space object” as well as “any [other] activity in outer space.”33 The United Kingdom therefore does not seem to define the compensable damage ab initio as being limited to kinetic damage and/or damage caused directly by a space object, although international claims to be handled as per the above would obviously (still) depend on the extent to which the Liability Convention would be seen as addressing only those, conversely including damage caused by electronic interference.

The 1993 Russian Law on Space Activities seems to be a bit more precise, and a bit more precisely limiting itself to the most common interpretation of the scope of the Liability Convention when it comes to compensable damage: here, the liability arrangements refer to “direct damage as a result of accidents,” presumably also determining the scope of liability of individual legal entities or citizens.34

In the 1993 South African Space Affairs Act “damage” is not even expressly defined; both in the clauses on the licensing per se and in those dealing with liabilities of licensees a general deference to “the international obligations and responsibilities of the Republic” respectively “liability resulting from international conventions, treaties and agreements”
of South Africa effectively refer the question as to the scope of “damage” considered compensable under the Act back to the international level.35

Also the 1996 Ukrainian Law on Space Activity does not itself define “damage”: “The responsibility for damage caused during space activity and order of definition of the size of such damage which is subject to compensation are established in accordance with the legislation in force of the Ukraine.”36 Further analysis would be required therefore before any further substantial conclusions as to the Ukrainian approach to damage caused (by harmful interference) to satellite communications and the possibility to claim compensation therefore in appropriate courts or tribunals would be possible.

The 1998 Australian Space Activities Act is rather straightforward in referring the issue of damage, and whether, for example, it includes nonkinetic damage, back to the international level, since “damage has the same meaning as in the Liability Convention.”37 Such a “definition,” whatever it would turn out to be, does indeed apply to the context of licenses and permits potentially granted under the Act and the attendant obligations to reimburse the Australian government for international claims,38 but it also suggests that in a national context this would be the primary type of harm for which compensation could successfully be sought.

The 2001 Brazilian Administrative Edict and attendant Regulation expressly copy the definition of “damage” from Article I(a) of the Liability Convention, as this concept is then applied to the launch licenses to be possibly granted under these pieces of national space legislation.39 Essentially the same approach is followed by the 2005 Belgian Law on space activities.40 For both jurisdictions therefore the same conclusions would apply as for Australia.

The 2005 South Korean space act takes an approach somewhat similar to that of the Russian Law, in that it refers to a proper accident having occurred: the license and liability arrangements pertain to “damage ensuing from a space accident caused by the space object.”41 As usually the term “accident” in such a context refers to a singular event of physical dimensions, that is a collision or other form of direct kinetic interference, this clause seems to support the narrower “standard” interpretation with regard to the Liability Convention.

Interestingly, the 2007 Dutch space law refers back more directly to Article VI of the Outer Space Treaty, rather than Article VII plus the Liability Convention, as it addresses “damage caused by [the] space activities” of a license holder, to which a redress obligation applies—instead of referencing “damage caused by a space object.”42 More uncertainty arises as Section 10(1) also refers to “damage” in a more general context and rather broadly defined, but this clause at least does not directly seem to impinge on the crucial redress obligations vis-a-vis the government.

The 2008 French Law on Space Operations takes a broad approach even more profoundly, in generally addressing “damage caused to third parties by space operations” as the categories of damage to which the indemnification claim of the government vis-a-vis the operator applies, and hence presumably envisaged as potentially giving rise to international liability of France in the first place.43 Again, no specific reference to the key involvement of a space object as being the root cause of such damage is to be found in these provisions.
The 2011 Austrian Law on Space Activities, by contrast, again refers back more precisely to the international treaties’ (lack of) definitions, by imposing upon licensees an indemnification obligation with respect to international claims addressed to Austria for “damage caused by a space activity in accordance with international law;” although for the insurance obligation the phrase “damage caused to persons and property” is used instead. This at least suggests that the former reference is actually being interpreted as essentially equating relevant forms of harmful interference to damage being caused to persons and property, at least as far as the Liability Convention would be concerned.

Finally, the 2012 Kazakh Law on Space Activities takes an even more vague and broad approach in referencing “[i]ndemnification for harm to the health of individuals, damage to the environment, property of individuals and legal entities, [and] the state” as being “voluntary or under the court decision according to the laws of the Republic of Kazakhstan.” Thus, the reference to the international treaties as the source of at least part of the potential liabilities is even more implicit here, but at this juncture would not necessarily exclude either kinetic or electronic interference from the scope of relevant disputes.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, from this summary analysis of national space laws on the issue of “damage,” to the extent it is considered to require national handling general confusion reigns as between damage caused by a (space) object, which more or less faithfully follows the Liability Convention in this sense (either by a specific reference to Article I(a) thereof or by a vague reference to applicable international agreements) and damage caused by a (space) activity, which would make a lot of sense compared to standard liability regimes. However, in the realm of space activities it ignores the specific approach taken by the Liability Convention. In the former case, likely compensable damage would remain confined to kinetic damage (the second category); in the latter case electronic interference and harm resulting therefrom (the first category) could likely be claimed as well.

In short, though—considering the general tendency to interpret the provisions regarding compensable damage under the Liability Convention in a limited fashion and the uncertainties surrounding interpretation and applicability of relevant clauses of the Outer Space Treaty—not likely also under “general” space law, both at the international but particularly at some national levels, opportunities may offer themselves to legally address “harmful interference” of either category. It would, however, certainly be of considerable benefit if the international community of states would be able to arrive at some common understanding of especially the Liability Convention’s key relevant phrases in this context. As long as that does not occur, the proof of the pudding can only be in the eating, that is: when particular courts or tribunals are approached with conflicting legal claims as to the precise meaning of such terms and their consequences in terms of compensation being due or not being due, they will be forced to decide in one direction or the other.
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